
Duette® Shades

UNDERSTANDING THE FEATURES. DISCOVERING THE CHOICES.



The 10mm Duette is lower cost 
and suits smaller windows. 

These shades are at an ‘opening’ price 

point yet offer the insulation benefits 

of air-filled double glazing. Visually, the 

closer pleats of 10mm cells tend to suit 

smaller windows. 

The 20mm is usually the  
choice of more style-conscious 
customers. 

Developed more recently than the 

10mm, 20mm Duettes have a much 

wider range of fabrics, specialty 

operating systems and higher 

insulation properties than gas-filled 

double glazing.

Two pleat sizes: 10mm and 20mm cells;  
each creates a quite different look.
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Duette®, is the premier brand of ‘honeycomb’ or ‘cellular’ shades. They are made of two or more layers of 

pleated, reinforced fabrics bonded together and joined at the pleats to form compartments of trapped air. 

20mm Duette Architella  
incorporates an inner cell within 
the outer honeycomb. 

The result is three air pockets instead 

of one, vastly improving insulation 

combined with design aesthetics. 

The world’s 
most popular 
cellular shades
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A: They block or filter the sunlight

The combination of Duettes’ structure and the 

translucency of the fabric, diffuse and filter the  

sun’s rays, lending interiors a softening glow. The 

nature of the fabrics chosen can create interesting 

‘plays of light’ or block it completely.

A: They’re simple and beautiful 

Duettes are aesthetically pleasing in themselves. 

Their linear shape looks crisp and clean; the 

honeycomb profile creates interesting shapes with 

tones of highlight and shade on the blinds themselves. 

A: Duettes are made to last

They may look delicate, but Duettes’ fabrics are  

made from a very hard wearing material called spun-

bonded polyester. 

The cords, rails and internal mechanisms too are all 

of the best quality materials, precisely engineered to 

exact tolerances and exquisite finishes. 

A: You can install them just about anywhere

Duettes can be fitted to almost any shaped window, 

even semi-circles and bays. They can be mounted 

inside or outside frames; even horizontally on skylights.

A product’s “R-value” is a measurement of its ability to resist 

heat loss. In a home, R-values indicate the ability of walls, roofs 

and windows to keep the heat inside. The higher its R-value, the 

more insulation a product provides. 

A fully recessed, reveal-mounted Duette Architella Shade can 

increase the R-value of a 3mm single glazed window from 0.13 

to 0.78, reducing the heat transfer through that window by 83%. 

Independent modelling has shown that this in turn can reduce 

an average home’s heating costs by up to 43%.

The Duette Architella is  

a more sophisticated  

high-performance shade

Q: Why do customers 
always rave about  
their Duettes®?

A: They provide excellent insulation

The Duettes are extremely effective  

at stopping heat escaping and 

have been dubbed “the next 

best thing to double glazing”. 

Their cells form insulating air 

traps, while the fabric can reflect 

heat. The overall effect is to help keep 

a home warm in winter and cool in summer.

Insulation ‘R’ values of Duettes

Uncovered glass 0.15

Standard 20mm Duettes (translucent) 0.42

Standard 20mm Duettes (opaque) 0.52

Duette Architella (translucent) 0.61

Duette Architella (opaque) 0.77
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Two shades in one for day to night  

The shade has a central rail separating two fabrics (like 

opaque and sheer). The rail can be raised or lowered at  

any time to expose the desired area of either fabric. 

This set-up, using fabrics that perform differently, is often 

used to change the shade according to the time of day. 

Top-down bottom-up shades  

Duettes can be configured to not only raise and lower like 

conventional blinds, but also to be dropped away from the 

top so just the bottom part of the window is covered. 

Sunlight can come in, the view isn’t obscured; your room  

is still private from passers-by at street level. Conversely, the 

bottom can be operated independently of the top, so you 

have precise control of the light from below too. 

Three classes of fabric with different practical characteristics

2. Translucent

These fabrics aren’t see-through but do let 

light in, while protecting your furnishings from 

damaging UV. Vague shapes can be discerned 

through translucent fabrics but rooms  

remain private. 

1. Blockout or opaque 

These are fabrics that won’t let any light 

through. Ideal for media rooms  

or bedrooms; these excel 

anywhere people 

choose darkness. 

3. Sheer 

Sheer is a very see-through fabric, like net 

curtains. It blocks very little light but does 

‘soften’ and colour the 

view outside. 

A combination of  

blockout and translucent 

fabric, is a clever choice for  

a day-night two-in-one  

shade  configuration.

Sheer fabrics  

are often used to  

create a gentle mood;  

a little like seeing the  

outside world in  

soft-focus.

Fundamental choices of performance shades

Duettes’® versatility enables  
clever configurations

Duette shades not only open and close in the usual way; they can also be built and installed to work with light,  

shade and privacy in unique ways. 
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The right operating system 
makes life a little easier

1. Standard cord lock

The classic operating mechanism using a long 

cord which is pulled to raise the shade. Lock in 

place at the desired height with a sideways pull; 

another sideways pull releases the cord and 

lowers the shade to the chosen level below. 

2. EasyRise

A continuous looped cord that is simply pulled 

in one direction to raise the shade and the 

other way to lower. Can be installed with a cord 

tensioner that neatly holds the bottom of the 

loop in place against the window frame.  

3. LightRise

This system lets you move the shade up 

or down by hand without cords or visible 

mechanics. The sprung retraction system 

inside the head rail is so perfectly balanced 

that the shade stays in position at the height 

you leave it. 
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5. PowerRise Platinum

Motorised shade automation, that raises or 

lowers by the touch of a button on a remote. The 

system is powered by a battery wand fitted with 

standard AA alkaline batteries or with a power 

adaptor plugged into a standard plug socket.

4. UltraGlide

A single self-retracting cord to raise or lower. 

As the cord is pulled it works with a crank 

inside the head rail to wind the shade upwards 

in stages, while the cord retracts to its original 

position after each pull. Pull to the side to 

release and lower.
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Child Safe  

means that the operating 

system featured has no looped 

cords in which small children 

could become entangled  

and injured. 
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 Standard EasyRise LiteRise Ultraglide PoweRise

Nightfall 10mm 3 3

Classic 10mm 3 3

Sabelle 10mm 3

Midnight 20mm 3 3 3 3 3

Sabelle 20mm 3 3 3

Symphony 20mm 3 3 3 3 3

Sheer 20mm 3 3 3 3 3

Panache 20mm Architella 3 3 3 3 3

Elan 20mm Architella 3 3 3 3 3

Aurora 20mm Architella 3 3 3 3 3

Verve 20mm Architella 3 3 3 3 3

See next page for details of fabric ranges.

A choice of five operating systems

Operating systems fabric options



Classic and Symphony

Soft, translucent fabrics whose texture has the pattern of a 

subtle weave and the faintest sheen. 

The Classic range applies to 10mm cell size; the Symphony 

range is in 20mm cell size. 

Nightfall and Midnight

Blockout fabric with a metallised lining and outer texture 

similar to the subtle weave of Classic and Symphony. 

The Nightfall range applies to 10mm cell size; the Midnight 

range applies to 20mm cell size. 

Sabelle – soft neutrals

Sabelle has both translucent and blockout fabrics in a range 

of natural shades. The texture is a very clean; matt, flat colour 

that responds to the light in a way similar to a painted surface. 

Sheer – minimal shading

The most translucent in the collection, Sheer fabrics have 

the character of a fine gauze, filtering sunlight and creating 

ambience without blocking the view. Sheer fabric is ideally  

combined with a blockout to create an atmospheric  

Day-Night shade. 

Panache – subtle and soft

Panache fabrics have a soft texture and smooth, almost 

velvety, finish. The fabric’s subtle, swirling look is a little 

reminiscent of fine parchment. The colour palette is 

predominately neutral and earthen tones. Available in 

translucent and blockout.

Elan – colour that shimmers

With a fine fabric texture reminiscent of chiffon, Elan has a 

refined shimmer. These fabrics are available in a modern 

palette that includes bold colours and warm hues. Available 

as translucent and blockout.

Aurora – filtered with IllumaCell

A translucent fabric with a crisp linen-look finish. Available 

in a subtle palette of earthen-toned colour, Aurora fabrics 

feature IllumaCell, a revolutionary clear inner Architella  

cell that allows more light to illuminate the texture and  

lustre of the fabric. 

Verve – Natural tone and texture 

From the international Luxaflex Designer Series, Verve has a 

contemporary, organic look in earthen colours. The weave 

is bold and a little rustic, the feel is in tune with natural 

materials like wood and stone.

A wide array 
of textures 
and colours

Fabric ranges with subtle but distinct differences
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Space age material

All Duettes are made entirely from a remarkable fabric 

called spun-bonded polyester. 

This modern, environmentally friendly substance is  

100% recyclable. 

In spite of its delicacy this fabric is extraordinarily  

robust and hard wearing. 

Naturally antistatic, it inherently resists dust.
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Spun-bonded  
polyester can be  
easily washed in  

soapy water. 

Nightfall Blockout 10mm

Classic Translucent 10mm

Sabelle Translucent 10mm

Fabric range Opacity Duette cell type

Midnight Blockout 20mm

Sabelle Blockout 20mm

Sabelle Translucent 20mm

Symphony Translucent 20mm

Sheer Sheer 20mm

Panache Opaque 20mm Architella

Elan Opaque 20mm Architella

Panache Translucent 20mm Architella

Elan Translucent 20mm Architella

Aurora Translucent 20mm Architella

Verve Translucent 20mm Architella
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Duette® choice chart 

Beware of fake Duettes

Duettes have proven very popular all over the world and 

like any successful innovation have spawned many copies. 

Currently there are a number of poor quality honeycomb 

blinds, mainly made in the Far East, now available in  

New Zealand. 

Don’t be fooled into buying cheap imitations. The Duette 

copies aren’t realistic alternatives because they offer 

neither the features nor the quality of materials and 

manufacture of Luxaflex® Duettes.

Choose cell size and performance:  
10mm | 20mm Duette | 20mm Duette Architella

Choose one of 3 configurations:  
Standard | Top-down bottom-up | Day/Night

Choose from 3 classes of fabric:  
Opaque | Translucent | Sheer

Choose from 5 operating systems:  
Standard | EasyRise | LightRise | UltraGlide | PowerRise Platinum 
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Choose Luxaflex® Duettes 
Insulation + Light filtering + Versatility + Durability + Aesthetics1

“There’s nothing  

that compares with  

Duettes for sheer versatility, 

there’s a version to suit  

just about any room  

in the house.”

“The name  

Luxaflex is 

synonymous with 

reputable products  

in over 120  

countries.”

“Your Duettes  

are custom made  

for your windows,  

by hand.”

Lahood Window Furnishings

104 Mt. Eden Road, Mt. Eden
P: 09 638 8463
www.lahood.co.nz


